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Berenberg Macro Flash 

 

German German German German industrialindustrialindustrialindustrial    outputoutputoutputoutput, mom %, mom %, mom %, mom %, , , , SeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptember    2014201420142014    

    

Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        1.41.41.41.4    

Previous: -3.1 (revised up from -4.0) 

Consensus: 1.8 

Berenberg: 2.1 

 

German exports, mom %, September 2014German exports, mom %, September 2014German exports, mom %, September 2014German exports, mom %, September 2014    

    

Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        5.55.55.55.5    

Previous: -5.8 

Consensus: 2.7 

Berenberg: 1.5 

 

GermanGermanGermanGermany’sy’sy’sy’s    industrial sector showed tindustrial sector showed tindustrial sector showed tindustrial sector showed twwwwo faces over the o faces over the o faces over the o faces over the susususummermmermmermmer. Amid pronounced volatility due to the timing 
of holidays, industrial output fell slightly, while exports boomed. Together with stable orders and slightly weaker 
retail sales, the risks for our call that German GDP rose by 0.1% qoq are mixed, but probably balanced. Industrial 
production rose by 1.4% mom in September, following an uprevised 3.1% decline in August. In Q3 as a whole, in-
dustrial output declined modestly by 0.4%. The wildest swings in output had occurred in the car industry, which 
accounts for nearly 12% of industrial output: the timing of school holidays and thus factory closures meant that 
output rose 10% in July, fell by a whopping 18% in August and normalised with a rebound of 10% in September, 
ending the quarter with a 0.8% qoq decline. 
 
Germany’s current weakness is domesticGermany’s current weakness is domesticGermany’s current weakness is domesticGermany’s current weakness is domestic. In contrast, external demand remains strong. Trade was buoyant in 
September and in Q3 as a whole. Exports rebounded by 5.5% mom in September after the 5.8% decline in August. 
The monthly export data is very volatile, but in Q3 as a whole, exports rose by 2.9% qoq, driven by strong demand 
especially from non Eurozone EU countries, such as the UK. Imports also rose by 5.4% mom and by 1.0% on the 
quarter. The seasonally adjusted trade balance rose from €52.4b in Q2 to €58.2bn in Q3, pointing to a positive 
contribution from net trade to GDP in Q3. 
 
We expect GDP to have expanded by merely 0.1% qoq in Q3We expect GDP to have expanded by merely 0.1% qoq in Q3We expect GDP to have expanded by merely 0.1% qoq in Q3We expect GDP to have expanded by merely 0.1% qoq in Q3. With retail sales and industrial production down 
0.4% and industrial orders up 0.1% on the quarter, much will depend on other consumption, government spend-
ing and net trade. Germany’s current rough patch is driven by a downward spiral in business confidence, which 
was triggered by fears over the consequences of Russia’s aggression against Ukraine in early spring but has since 
become somewhat self-reinforcing. The strong trade data recalls that Germany remains fundamentally strong and 
competitive. These fundamentals will come through eventually and some surveys suggest that confidence may be 
stabilising at the moment. The ECB’s easing measures and potentially some more public investment might aid the 
turn-around, which we expect to lead Germany back to trend growth in Q2 2015. 
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Chart: German hard data Chart: German hard data Chart: German hard data Chart: German hard data ––––    mixed fortunesmixed fortunesmixed fortunesmixed fortunes    

 
Deviation from 2012-2014 average, 3m averages. %. Source: Destatis, Bundesbank 
    
German German German German industrial outputindustrial outputindustrial outputindustrial output    
 

% change% change% change% change    SEPSEPSEPSEP    AUGAUGAUGAUG    JULJULJULJUL    JUNJUNJUNJUN    MAYMAYMAYMAY    APRAPRAPRAPR    

mom, sa 1.4 -3.1 1.6 0.4 -1.7 -0.3 

yoy, wda -0.1 -1.9 2.7 -0.4 1.1 1.3 

 
Source: Bundesbank 
    
German tradeGerman tradeGerman tradeGerman trade 
    SEPSEPSEPSEP    AUGAUGAUGAUG    JULJULJULJUL    JUNJUNJUNJUN    MAYMAYMAYMAY    APRAPRAPRAPR    

Exports, % mom sa 5.5 -5.8 4.8 0.9 -1.1 2.6 

Imports, % mom sa 5.4 -1.3 -1.8 4.5 -3.4 0.2 

Trade Balance, €bn   22.1 16.5 17.8 17.2 

 
Source: Statistisches Bundesamt 
 
    
 

This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is 

not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhan-

delsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim 

completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regard-

ed as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The 

message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential devel-

opment based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no 

liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind arising out of the use of this 

message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our website or con-

tact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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